We report our first-principles investigations on three polytypes of BaTiO3 (BTO): a paraelectric phase with cubic P m − 3m structure and two ferroelectric (FE) phases with tetragonal P 4mm and rhombohedral R3m structures. We compared the structural and the electrical properties of BTO obtained by using various approaches: e.g., the Hartree-Fock (HF) theory, the density functional theory (DFT) with the local density approximation (LDA) or with the two generalized gradient approximations (two GGAs: PWGGA and PBE), and three hybrid functionals of the HF and the DFT (B3LYP, B3PW, and PBE0). For the P 4mm structure, the two GGAs and the hybrid functionals reproduced the cell volumes, but slightly overestimated the c/a ratio. The hybrid functionals provided accurate predictions for the experimental energy gaps, but slightly underestimated the experimental dielectric constants. The calculated dielectric constants were inversely proportional to the c/a ratios for the P 4mm structure (or the cH /aH ratio for the R3m structure), irrespective of the functional choice. Also, the over-estimated polarization could be ascribed to a super-tetragonality in the GGA/hybrid functionals. The pressure dependences for the cell parameters, fractional atomic displacements, energy gaps, dielectric constants, and FE polarizations were calculated by using the B3PW hybrid functional. As pressure was increased, the polarization decreased monotonically until it reached zero at a critical pressure of ∼ 20 GPa for both the P 4mm and the R3m structures. Anomalous behaviors were also observed in the atomic movements and the polarizations for the P 4mm structure: δTi, the fractional coordinate of Ti, showed a sign reversal at pressures below −8 GPa while the polarization showed a maximum at −2 GPa and then decreased with decreasing pressure. However, such effects were not observed for the R3m structure: the polarization monotonically increased with decreasing pressure. Such behaviors of the polarizations, together with super-tetragonality/super-trigonality, are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ferroelectric (FE) materials have a wide range of applications, such as information storage, energy conversion, and medical imaging [1, 2] . A FE material has a large FE spontaneous polarization and a large piezoelectric coefficient, d 33 , because it belongs to a subgroup of the non-centosymmetric piezoelectric group [2] . The phase diagram of oxide FE perovskites, such as Pb(Zr,Ti)O 3 (PZT), shows three phases, rhombohedral, tetragonal and cubic, connected at a triple point. Ferroelectricity occurs at the two phases, tetragonal and rhombohedral, that are connected by a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) composed of intermediate monoclinic/orthorhombic phases [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The existence of intermediate phases is believed to be indispensible for a * E-mail: jaisahn@pusan.ac.kr; Fax: polarization rotation and for a large d 33 [8] , such as in PZT or Ba(Ti,Zr)O 3 − x(Ba,Ca)TiO 3 (BTZ-xBCT) across the MPB [7, 9] . Recently, we investigated the relaxor-ferroelectrics BTZ-xBCT and found that the local structure, the polar nano regions, and the dipolar domain-dynamics are also important ingredients to understand their properties [10] [11] [12] . A neutron pairdistribution-function (PDF) analysis provided notable local structural features departing from the given crystallographic structures, such as local Ti distortions toward the <111> direction, a trigonal 3:3 Ti-O length distribution, and a single Zr-O bond length in BTZ-xBCT [10, 11] . A Raman spectroscopy on BTZ-xBCT showed a rich interplay between the long-range average structure and the short-range local orders, with that interplay occurring as a function of pressure [12] .
FE BaTiO 3 (BTO) has been investigated using various first-principles methods [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Recently, Wu and Cohen proposed a new PBE ansatz that more accurately predicted the tetragonality factor [19] . The effects of pressure on the properties of BTO, however, have been rarely studied with first-principle methods until now. Results are only available for the tetragonal phase calculated with the local density approximation (LDA) [18] . To further understand the polytypes of BTO under different pressure, we employed first-principles calculations using hybrid functionals [20] , that were composites of the Hartree-Fock (HF) theory and the Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT). Among the approximations to the DFT, the LDA is well known to underestimate the lattice constants while the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [21] provides an improved prediction for the equilibrium volume over the LDA. The LDA and the GGA are well known to significantly underestimate the band gaps in terms of the Kohn-Sham/quasi-particle energy bands. On the other hand, the HF method overestimates the band gaps. Thus, so-called "hybrid" functionals that combine the HF theory and the DFT, such as B3LYP [22], B3PW [23], and PBE0 [24] , are very attractive as they can provide accurate values of the bond lengths, energy band structures, and phonon frequencies [15] . In this manuscript, we consider three polytypes of BTO: a paraelectric phase with cubic P m−3m structure and two FE phases with tetragonal P 4mm and rhombohedral R3m structures. We compared the structural and the electrical properties obtained by using various functionals and chose the B3PW functional for subsequent calculations to determine the pressure dependences of the properties of BTO.
II. COMPUTAIONAL DETAILS
First-principles calculations were performed with the HF, DFT, and hybrid methods as implemented in the CRYSTAL09 code [22] . We used basis sets (BS) composed of Gaussian-type orbitals. To describe heavy elements, such as barium and titanium, we adopted the Hay-Wadt effective core potentials with small cores for the BS's. Ba (5s/5p/6s) and Ti (3s/3p/4s/3d) electrons were considered as valence electrons for self-consistent calculations [25] . Thus, the computational time could be
